Riverside Gun Club Round-Up
Affiliated with NRA and CMP – Late Summer2019
Kiwacka. Big Thank you to all the volunteers, for
helping keep our property safe, functional and
pretty.

What’s Happening
First of all, here is our calendar for the next few
months. Note: Some special events will be
scheduled on the open days, and dates of special events may be adjusted as circumstances
warrant.
Match Schedule
First Saturday: Rim Fire Bench Rest
Second Saturday: Action Shooting
Third Saturday: Center Fire Bench Rest
Fourth and Fifth Saturdays: Open except for
announced special events
What Else is Happening
Summer is here and we hope all our members
and their family are enjoying themselves and
staying cool. With so many activities available,
hopefully we are dedicating some shooting time
too.

Our pistol, .22 bench rest and center fire bench
rest matches have been well attended. We had
three relays of shooters, for .22 rim fire match in
July. Competition is stiff in all our events. The
center fire guys, maxed out high scores in both
6mm and .30 match classes. Congrats to Charlie Hall’s son Charlie Hall IV and Terry Holladay.
It is rewarding for running the matches, with the
attendance and level of shooting. I have heard it
said, “Some of the most competitive bench rest
shooting in the area, is at Tuckertown range. If
you can hold your own with these guys, you can
do it anywhere.”
If hot weather affects you, remember we have
cold drinks inside the Coop. In case of an emergency, our street address is located beside Coop entry door.

We want to name our club newsletter with something interesting. Everyone likes to see improvements. This is a good time to make an effort here. Appreciate everyone’s ideas and suggestions. Our club newsletter is open, if you
would like to write about an interesting topic. Let
us know if you have a writing talent concerning
firearm interests. We all would enjoy other people’s prose, and would make our material more
interesting. - Bob
Renewals this year have been very good. It is
rewarding to see how many of our fellow shooters, enjoy RGC. Please keep in mind; renewal
time is past; we cannot extend memberships
privileges. Existing members may still renew at
any time, and we are also accepting new memberships. New membership range cards were
mailed out to everyone. PLEASE WEAR YOUR
RANGE CARDS!
The club work day we had on 29
June went well. We repaired
some target frames, wiring
work, clean-up and string trimming. All work was finished by
lunch! Great working group with
Wayne Broome, Doug Armstrong, Brian Kurzel and Bob
Beaver. Super 2019 mowing
work! Thanks to the team of Mickey Harwell and
Steve Russell. We all like to have ranges neatly
mowed, easy to find brass, no bugs or any nasty
creatures lying in wait. Lastly our target mesh
and steel clangers are being maintained by John

During the pistol matches, we had concerns with
people trained in first aid. If a health issue or an
accident occurred; what can we do? Some
members are taking a CPR and Wound First Aid
Class from Scott Stiles. It is limited to six people.
Hopefully, we can have more first aid training
opportunities in the future. - Bob
The Gun Debate:
At the beginning of August, we are again faced
with more national tragedies. Sick, demented
individuals attacking random people with firearms. Growing up in the 1950’s and 60’s, this is
something I never experienced. I am sure many
of us ask, why is this happening with increased
frequency today? In my youth, we had firearms
at home, the farm, even in car trunk, for target
shooting after school. What has changed in
America today?
The new media is again targeting firearms
and firearm owners as part of the problem.
I hate seeing terroristic attacks, as reason
to eradicate some our constitutional rights.
Our constitution is the America’s foundation and our Bill of Rights guarantees your
freedoms from Government and tyranny.
For the last 243 years it has been very
successful. Few other countries have
made a contract so well designed. Once
we dilute 2nd amendment, which is next? Maybe
our 4th or 1st amendment? Who knows where
this can go.
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We have a right to bear arms. We have a right to
defend ourselves. We have a right to sport
shooting or put food on the table. We have the
right to buy our firearms or conduct any other
lawful business without discrimination.
We have a right to exist in society, with
citizens whose opinions differ from
ours. We have a right to elect those
who will support firearms and support
our cause in the halls of government. I
was told, “the U.S. Government is by
the people and for the people”. The
reason we all pay taxes, work and
support our families. Also many of us
protected these rights by wearing a
uniform in both military and in law enforcement
Please write your state and U.S. congressman, not just a phone call or email; but a stamped personal letter. We
are all concerned when demented sick
individuals kill innocent people. We all must address these issues in a bipartisan manner, without unfairly targeting lawful firearm owners.
Weapons are as old as man. A variety of weapons exist, such as motor vehicles, knives, hardware tools, poisons, flammable liquids, explosives, blunt force objects, blow guns even bow
and arrows. The list is endless and these cowardly ambush attackers, take advantage of honest decent people. Determined sick hate filled
individuals will always find some way to kill and
maim innocent people.

Range Safety Tip:
All shooting gear should have good hearing and
eye protection. When shooting steel targets, be
aware that safety glasses cannot provide protection from sideways back splash. Facing straight
toward targets, while others are shooting, will
prevent metal from striking sideways between
your glasses. Steel targets must be angled down
(about 25 degrees) to prevent ricochets. Ones
that move (fall or hanging from chains) are also
less likely to ricochet.

President’s Corner
For my entire adult life I have been a strong
supporter of the shooting sports, the second
amendment and the NRA. I learned gun safety
from my father and some of my most treasured
memories are going squirrel hunting with him
when I was around six years old. Those early
days of small game hunting grew into road trips,

deer hunting trips, turkey shoots and eventually
match shooting. That all started over fifty years
ago, today it seems like it was only yesterday. At
an early age I was taught to respect and handle
guns safely. I respected the guns
not only for safety purposes but
also for the fact that most have a
significant value. That value is not
only monetary but quite often it is
a part of family heritage. I would
never disrespect or abuse another
person’s gun or mistreat it. That’s
as bad as talking about a man’s
youngest daughter.
To this day I remember bird hunting with my Grandfather and his
friends, listening to stories of how
their shotguns had been passed
down through the family, father to
son. My Grandfather had a Model
1901 Remington 12 gauge double
barrel shotgun (still in great shape). He told me
about hunting during the Great Depression with
that gun. I can still hear him talk about how that
old shotgun provided a lot of the meat for the
family. Sure he had a farm and raised some
livestock but they also ate a lot of small game.
As time changes so does everything else.
Today you would be hard pressed to find someone who truly needed to hunt for food. Hunting
now is more recreational. The history of family
guns is long forgotten by Generation X and certainly by Millennials. The baby boomers are
probably the last generation that really cares for
and understands the Second Amendment. Yes,
people of my generation are not only more likely
to own and use guns but we also understand
that they are the last line of defense against a
government gone bad. The founding fathers
didn’t write the second amendment for hunting
purposes but for defensive purposes.
It shocks me to see how many people think that
gun ownership is of little importance. Kind of like
the signs in gun free zones. The sign with a red
circle and a diagonal line over a picture of a
handgun, it says one thing to a criminal, “We
are all unarmed and defenseless”. Easy picking if you are a bad guy. A mentally sick mass
killer is not going to let a sign like that stop him. I
think the opposite is true, that sign almost guarantees little or no resistance. Does anybody
with a brain think that a sign will stop a mad
man? I don’t understand the logic of the anti-gun
people. OK soccer moms, explain this to me. If a
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mentally sick person is going to attack a group
of people, at a mall, at a school, at a church,
anywhere, and he knows what the outcome will
be, do you really think that the no guns “safe
zone” signs are going to protect you? Absolutely
not. Those signs will only make his work quicker
and easier. He is going to make his attack at a
place where he can do the most harm in the
least amount of time. So now you are unarmed,
defenseless and the only gun in the mall is
aimed at you. A good guy with a gun could save
your life, but he’s not going to be there because
most gun owners are law abiding people and
he’s banned from carrying in the mall. Most
mass shootings last less than ten minutes so
forget the cops getting there quick enough to
save you.
I know most of you guys reading this probably
feel like I do, I’m not a bad guy and I’m not a
psycho about to flip out, so don’t treat me like
one. To the liberal left, I’m not your enemy, or
better stated, you’re not my enemy, so why do
you treat me the way you do? The enemy is a
society that has lost its way. So what can we do
about the problems? I don’t know, I just hope it’s
not too late and our country and culture are not
lost, maybe it is.
There was a time when I would say that parents
need to spend more time with their children, just
get away from the electronics and do something
together. I still feel that way but parents need to
be adults. We are being saturated by electronic
games and media communications to the point
that way too many people are addicted to it. I
still do believe that parents should get back in
church and get their kids in church with them.
However we are being attacked by the left if we
even talk about school age kids and church in
the same sentence. Our whole culture here in
the United States is changing right under our
nose and we haven’t even seen it happening.
The number one thing that everything else depends on is the Second Amendment, if it falls so
does everything else. First the Second will be
repealed, then the First Amendment and then
the Fourth. Then the party’s over.
A lot of young people want Socialism. I am
shocked to think that that is even possible. Not
Socialism, but the fact that so many people
would even consider socialism for this country.
How could that possibly be, could it be that our
next generation is so deeply in debt, due to college loans and credit cards, that they see no
way out? Do they sit in front of their computer

and mindlessly play video games until they lose
touch with reality? Maybe that’s where mass
shooters come from, maybe not, just thinking out
loud.
Socialism, live off the government, get everything for free. What a deal if you have had your
self-respect drained from you and as a young
adult you have nothing left. Do they really belief
that a socialist government is the answer? Free
food (EBT cards), free housing (section eight),
free medical care (Medicaid), early socialism is
here already. Now, I do believe in taking care of
those who can’t take care of themselves, old
folks, the sick, people who are experiencing
hard times, but I do not believe in milking the
system. Living off of someone else is wrong.
Less people working means less tax money in
the Federal budget and the country gets poorer
and poorer. If we ever become a socialist country it will not last very long. This county is too
deep in debt to support it. Just look at other
countries that have tried it, pre WWII Germany,
Italy, Soviet Union, Cuba, Peoples Republic of
China, Cambodia, East Germany (in modern
times), Ethiopia, North Korea, Poland, Romania,
Venezuela. There are certainly others but you
get the picture. And by the way, they all have
total gun control, no guns and no defense
against a tyrannical government. I bet that those
governments would have been different if the
civilian population could have been able to protect themselves. But, with no means for self defense it’s off to the gulag, the work camp, or
even the concentration camps. Don’t you think
that even a left liberal pacifist would want a gun
at the last minute, just before being rounded up
and put on a train to Siberia? Still want more
proof, Google the history of Venezuela, just the
last five years. Venezuela was a world power,
now they are falling apart in anarchy.
We need to protect the Second Amendment; we
need to protect all the Bill of Rights and we need
to protect the Constitution. We are in for a fight.
I’ve seen Republican vs. Democrat, Left vs.
Right, and Liberal vs. Conservative, but after an
election, win or lose, people would work together
and move ahead. Now the stakes are higher
than ever before, and the country is deeply divided. One of the primary goals of the left is gun
control. They (the Left) used to say we need
“common sense” gun control, now it is an all-out
assault weapons ban, limits on what you can
buy, no private sales, gun free cities, limits on
ammo, no transportation of guns, limits on what
and how much you can buy. San Francisco has
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even declared the NRA as a domestic terrorist
group. I guess that makes me a law abiding,
taxpaying, God fearing Christian, and of all
things a Domestic Terrorist.
The other side hates us; we are called racist,
homophobic, misogynist, white nationalists,
xenophobic, and don’t forget redneck. All I want
to be is a Father, Grandfather, husband, and just
regular guy. Oh, and I want to be left alone.
Can more gun control, or should I say people
control, stop the violence in this country. Probably not. I’ve got an idea; let’s get the law enforcement agencies and the judges to enforce
existing laws. Why are so many drug dealers
and drug users released from jail? Why are violent offenders released just to continue their life
of crime and violence? What about the violent
drug dealing gangs? Oh, I know, it’s just not politically correct to lock up a drug dealer. It’s not a
violent crime. Really? So now the left is pushing
more gun control on law abiding citizens and
looking the other way when it comes to violent
crime. Maybe it’s because they (the left) like the
drug dealers, the gangs and ANTIFA more than
law abiding citizens.
What can we do? The number one thing is to
make sure we have good politicians in Washington, in state governments and in local governments. Local and state judges are also very important. Even though Judges are supposed to
be politically neutral most of them align themselves with one side or the other. It’s important
to call, write, or email your elected officials and
let them know what you expect from them. They
work for us not the other way around. No politician should ever tell you or me what we need or
what we should want. They should always listen
to their constituents. I think most politicians don’t
have time to listen to the calls or read the email
but their staffers do and they know what their
voters want. If an elected official is doing the
wrong thing he/she should know that they probably will not get re-elected.
Let’s not lose what we care about because we
are silent, sit at home and let it happen, think
about the future of your family.
Wayne

Ordnance Department
Ordnance Department –
Got some likes about my last article and the opportunity to see a historic rifle. Let’s do it again!

How about the US Rifle Model M2 Springfield. I
will start, by discussing the DCM. Years ago our
government had the (Director of Civilian Marksman) DCM program. It was authorized by Congress on 29 August 1916. This allowed the President to appoint an officer of the Army or Marine
Corps to be Director. The DCM assisted in forming civilian rifle clubs, issuing equipment, firearms and ammunition. They kept stock records
and accountability for all supplies furnished by
the Ordnance Department. DCM approved selling rifles not needed by the government. Gun
club and NRA members could purchase from
DCM, firearms and accessories, making many a
taxpayer citizen very happy. In the last 100
years, they sold Krags, M1917 Enfield, M1903
Springfields, M1 Rifles, M1 Carbines and recently M1911A1 pistols.
Years ago many National Guard and Reserve
units often had only short distance practice
ranges. Firing full powered rifles indoors or near
neighbors was noisy. Sometimes they could only
schedule outdoor range time during bad weather. Maybe have a local friendly small unit competitions. As a result, demand to have subcaliber conversion kits rose. They wanted gallery
practice rifles, that made little noise or smoke,
accurate up to 200 feet and requires no special
cartridge. This rifle had to simulate the current
military service rifle weight, function and feel.
The economics in marksmanship training using
the inexpensive and accurate caliber .22 cartridge, just made sense.
Prior to the appearance of the M1903 Springfield
service rifle; marksmanship training was conducted at distances found in combat. Ordnance
attempted to develop a .22 rim fire gallery practice rifle. They started trying to modify the Krag.
First .22 rifles were bore eccentric at the breech.
This made chamber location high at the breech.
This caused extraction issues and caused rifle
bore to be pointing downward, requiring elevation changes. As more M1903 Springfield were
fielded, this required a compatible gallery practice rifle and the Krag was gone.
Ordnance introduced the new M1903 Gallery
Practice Rifle. It was more accurate than older
Krag rifles. It used a special cartridge that looks
like a 30.06 casing, called Hoffer – Thompson.
This system allowed .22 rounds can be inserted
where the bullet would have been. It had the
advantage of using a clip and rapid firing. Army
approved using .22 short cartridges and contracts went out for five million rounds. But Chief
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of Ordnance was not pleased, favoring .22 long
cartridges. These rifles looked identical to the
.30 M1903 rifles, so they stamped receivers “22”
along with other locations.
Over the years, troops complained about cleaning, maintaining the Hoffer – Thompson cartridge holders. Lastly accuracy was still a big
problem. After World War One, outdoor small
bore matches were increasing. By the DCM National Matches of 1919, Springfield Armory
started looking for a better rifle, using the more
accurate .22 long rifle cartridges. They experimented with ammunition brands and using four
or six groove rifling. The old full length military
stock went out, added pistol grip, a five round
magazine and attached a good receiver sight.
Bolt and receiver closely resembled the M1903
features. By 1922 a new M1922 gallery practice
rifle was issued to military units and for private
purchase. Springfield Armory manufactured a
little over two thousand rifles, making unmodified
examples rare today. Improvements continued
in cartridge powder, primers and bullets. Manufacturers were changing to non-corrosive and
smokeless cartridges. Springfield Armory constantly monitored these improvements and
strived for their rifles to give best accuracy. Special nickel steel bolts were specially fitted to
each rifle for correct headspace adjustment.
Stocks could be ordered in either with military
finger grooves, the NRA “sales” had none.
In 1931 Ordnance completed studies to eliminate hang fires and inferior accuracy. They
wanted to prevent bolt breakage, improve extraction, ignition, magazine feed and maintain
correct head space. Ordnance approved a new
bolt assembly and magazine to solve
early problems.
Production of the new M2 Springfield
rifle began in 1933; with a second
variation in 1934. This had the improved bolt, which had an adjustable
headspace feature. Adjustment was
done by the armory, preventing unauthorized tampering. NRA sales model
of the M2 were drilled and tapped for
telescope blocks. In the first two
years, about 3,800 rifles were manufactured. Oddly no civilian sales rifles were
available till 1938. Pre-World War II DCM sales
records show the highest M2 serial number was
7660. Springfield Armory lists total production at
11,171 M2 rifles, till July 1942.

This is a rare rifle today, but may be found in
excellent condition. These rifles are noted for
their great accuracy with issue Lyman sights. I
would believe scoped versions, could be even
more impressive. However, who would dare
modify a rare historic rifle? - Bob

Concealed Carry Tips
Are You Really Protected?
Today we have home, banking, internet, work even
church security. Are you protected from legal jeopardy?
How well do we know our
firearm laws? First, this is not
a sales pitch to join USCCA. It is a great organization, but there are others to consider too. If
you have a CCW license or not, here is interesting article in the July 2019 Concealed Carry
magazine. If you are not a member, I suggest
looking into membership at USCCA.COM or
similar group. These groups have knowledge,
training and insurance to protect us, when we
need protection.
Their recent July 2019 article “Keeping On The
Right Side Of The Law, by Kevin Michalowski;
provoked some thoughts. We carry and own
firearms because OTHER PEOPLE ignore the
law. Other people are willing to take what is not
theirs. Other people have no respect for their
neighbors. Other people have no love of truth
and justice. We must keep in mind, we are the
“good guys”. That means to act responsible and
earn that label.
Having a concealed carry license or not, every
firearm owner
should know the
law. This is a
social contract
you entered into
when legally
purchasing a
firearm and especially carrying
it as a responsibly armed American. USCCA
has made it very easy to learn the concealed
carry law in every state. Check out
USCCA.com/laws . Laws are constantly changing in North Carolina and elsewhere. Having a
firearm means we must follow all the laws. Example a “NO GUN” sign on door, we must respect it or go to another business that values
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people’s safety. Going on through some states
with a firearm can be illegal. Gun owners have
been targeted and pulled in these states. We are
fortunate that North Carolina has the “Castle
Doctrine”. It is important to know when you can
present and use a firearm for protection.
Responsible gun owners follow the laws, governing the possession and use of defensive firearms. We cannot claim the moral high ground if
we are going to skirt the edges of the law. Just
like range safety rules, firearm owners must be
familiar with the law. No excuse, failure will ruin
your life and make us all look bad, in the ever
watchful news media. – Bob

Tech Talk – American Rifleman
Ladies’ Pistol Project 3
For the third time, American Rifleman gathered
68 women, from novice to accomplished, to test
26 carry guns and score them on any categories, such as fit, ease of use, loading, etc. The
full article is here:
https://www.americanrifleman.org/articles/2019/
4/8/right-for-you-ladies-pistol-project-3-results/
By A Nose
When the results of LPP3 were tallied, a new
favorite had emerged. The pistol that scored
highest in the survey was the new Smith & Wesson M&P380 Shield EZ, introduced in early
2018. The EZ averaged a score of 17.382 out of
18 possible points—nearly perfect on the study’s
scale. Despite reporting a general dislike of the
grip safety, the pistol’s other features were so
pleasing that the participants believed they could
adapt to it with use. “If you’re not familiar with
what it is, it can confuse you a little bit until you
learn,” Worthy said, “but it didn’t factor into the
rating because the other factors outweighed it.”
She cautions those who might choose a carry
gun featuring a grip safety to be very sure of
how to engage it before relying on it for selfdefense.
As far as the EZ was concerned, “Most were
able to rack the slide back very easily, which is
something a lot of women struggle with,” Jackson said. “They could load the magazine easily
and could manipulate the gun without a lot of
difficulty.” I have the EZ, Sig P238, and G43. An
interesting note is that the P238 scored well with
small, medium, and large hands.

Range safety Reminders!!

Riverside Range is open for Member use
after scheduled Saturday matches, 12 PM
to 8 PM on Sunday, and 8 AM -8 PM weekdays.
BIB! Communication!! No Ricochets off
Floor!! -- Folks, remember to put targets next to
the BERMS!
We sent our range safety orientation packets
with our renewals. Please keep these rules in
mind and refresh your memory before coming
out to shoot. With lots of stuff going on, we forget things, unless they are done often. We encourage everyone to read over their range orientation. You will be surprised how helpful & time
well spent.
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Share! – Please remember the 30-30 rule. This
courtesy applies when there is a conflicting safety issue. Example – member “A” arrives to
shoot on the outside range, but member “B” is
shooting 100 yd. on the inside bench rest range.
Member “A” introduces himself and asks to use
the outside range in 30 minutes. Member “B”
has time to shoot and prepare to give 30 minute
range time to member “A”. Afterwards member
“A” gives 30 minutes back and so forth. Members must work together so everyone maximizes
their range time without compromising safety.

Arthur C. Clarke formulated the
following three "laws" of prediction:
1. When a distinguished but
elderly scientist states that
something is possible, he is
almost certainly right. When
he states that something is
impossible, he is very probably wrong.
2. The only way of discovering the limits of the
possible is to venture a little way past them
into the impossible.

A massive conspiracy coordinated without a
single leak between hundreds or even thousands of people - OR -

•

Sustained stupidity, confusion and/or incompetence
Assume stupidity.

Volunteers – We need volunteers to help maintain the property and run matches. We have
asked before and have gotten some good help.
Take time to be a part of RGC, Please volunteer. Helping run matches or doing a workday is
fun and you meet some nice people. If you have
time on Saturdays, call Bob 336-889-2772. If
you have time, during the week and want to
help, we have plenty of things to do. Help us
make Riverside Gun Club a great place to shoot.

Shooting Steel Targets - Keep back at least
ten yards, when pistol shooting steel targets.
Wearing safety glasses is a must! There is a ten
yard marker board is on the lower short range.
Keep in mind, bullets and fragments can splash
back and cause injury when firing up close.

"All truth passes through 3 stages...
1st it is ridiculed, 2nd it is violently opposed, 3rd
it is accepted as being self-evident."
Arthur Schopenhauer, German philosopher

•

Work–Days and Matches

Safety Reminder: It’s important to sight in all
rifles outside, from 25 yards; before firing from
the inside range benches. Keep in mind, indoor
range is bench rest shooting only. Pistol shooting is on the outside ranges. Protect our club
and your range, when using a firearm; think
about shooting safe.

Thoughts for the Day:

Coyote's Law states: When the same set of
facts can be explained equally well by

On the Firing Line . . . .

Reminding members to wear their range badge
or have it with them is part of safety. If a member is not wearing their badge. Ask, "what's the
first two numbers of the door combo?" If they
know, then give the last two numbers.

Range Safety Issues - Call Bob Beaver: 336889-2772

3. Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic.

Let’s work together to keep it safe, fun and
friendly. – Bob

Range Etiquette
As in many other sport activities; we never learn
everything. Range etiquette is an acquired skill.
It involves three rules: The “Golden Rule” (do
unto others as you would have them do unto
you), the Boy Scout’s rule (leaving things better
than when you arrived) and strictly applied firearm safety rules. These rules are covered in our
range safety packet we mailed out.
Our range safety orientation states what type of
shooting can be done indoors. After
much thought, we realized our indoor
range is designed for bench rest rifle
shooting only. For several years, there
has been no pistol shooting allowed
inside. Please keep this rule in mind
when going indoors.
Members are responsible for bringing
their own targets, target stands & cardboard. RGC has left some old stand/
bases for members to put their cardboard &
sticks into. These are well used & will not last
much longer. We all welcome anyone to build
additional bases.
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Only shoot authorized targets & clean up after
yourself, we are not a junk yard. Bring along
plastic trash bags for taking away used cardboard, targets, cans & boxes. Left over paper
gets soaked, blown around & run over by the
mower, leaving others to clean up your mess.
This involves all of us. Making a mess starts with
one careless person. If everyone follows basic
range etiquette, we all will enjoy using the range
more.

Match ammo and special orders on request. We
can load over thirty different calibers.

Classifieds

Contact the Club (Wayne Broome or Bob Beaver) for joining information. See below for contact info.

Note: Personal classifieds are free; there is a
small fee for businesses -- $10.00 per column
inch (six lines)
New! Countering the Mass Shooter Threat for
church ushers, volunteers and staff. 4 hours –
have an Emergency Operation Plan to deter,
counter and respond to an event.
Concealed carry and NRA shooting and instructor classes by Michael Holt and Rick Dunnuck. Contact michael@holt.net to get on our
mailing list.
Ammo: We primarily
make .223 REM, 308
Win, 3006 SPF,.38 &
.357,9mm .40 S&W
.45ACP

Membership
The RGC membership renewal date is each
June 30. Club membership is $180/year and
includes CMP privileges, newsletter, full time
range access and club liability insurance. New
members must pay a one time $200 initiation
fee.

Newsletter
Get your newsletter by email and save the
club $$$, trees and time -- let us know by
emailing Michael. We want you to get your
newsletter in a timely manner. Send us your
ideas – including articles, puzzles or anything
else you think will inform or entertain.
Contact Info:
Newsletter: Michael: michael@holt.net
All else: Wayne: wbroome@embarqmail.com
All else: Bob: bbeaver@northstate.net
Mail: Riverside Gun Club
P.O. Box 2817
Asheboro, NC 27204
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